
2. Objective 

The following objective has been set for the flood warning telemetered alann levels: 

To achieve an appropriate warning time for identtjied critical areas 
liable to inundation. 

The appropriate warning time refers to the fact that telemetered alarms can be set 
extremely low, hence giving an advanced warning time. However, this increases the 
number of false alarms. 

The identified critical areas liable to inundation refers to the fact that the telemetry 
alarms should be related to known flood prone land with assets. 



3. Methodology 

For each telemetered water level alarm and rainfall station (where possible) the 
following is presented: 

(1) The present water level alarm, its corresponding flow and return period. 

(2) The mean annual flood (Q,,,) and its corresponding stage. 

(3) The average number of water level alarms experienced each year. Presenting the 
average overcomes some years having numerous floods. 

(4) The minimum flow to inundate critical areas. This information was advised by 
the Rivers Department. 

( 5 )  The present rainfall alarm level (rnm/hr). 

(6) The average number of rainfall alarms experienced each year. 

(7) A table of the times when water level and rainfall alarms have been triggered is 
then given. This allows the minimum, mean and maximum warning time of past 
events to be calculated. From this the number of false, failed and correct alarms 
can also be calculated. A failed alarm is when a rainfall alarm fails to precede a 
river level alarm. A false alarm is when a rainfall alarm is triggered but a river 
level alarm is not. A correct alarm is when a rainfall alarm successfully precedes 
a river alarm. 

(8) Any additional comments are provided. These consist of perceived problems or 
observations by Council staff, or any discrepancies highlighted by the analyses. 

(9)  Finally, a recommendation is made to either retain status quo or change the alarm 
level. This recommendation is based on the findings of (1) to (8) above. 

When carrying out the above methodology, all available data will be used. Some of the 
data is prior to the telemetry system being installed. The telemetered alarms are 
reviewed on a catchment basis. 
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